ACES English Enrichment Courses

**Vocabulary**
- V110: Advanced Vocabulary II
- V109: Advanced Vocabulary I
- V108: Intermediate Vocabulary III: People & Politics
- V 107: Intermediate Vocabulary II: Business & Economics
- V 106: Intermediate Vocabulary I: Literature & Science
- V 105: Vocabulary Foundations: Root Word, Prefixes, and Suffixes
- V 104: Elementary Spelling II: National Spelling Bee Champs
- V 103: Elementary Spelling I: Introduction to Spelling

**Reading**
- CR 110: Advanced SAT and ACT Critical Reading
- CR 109: Advanced Critical Reading: Beyond the Book
- CR 108: Intermediate Critical Reading II
- CR 107: Intermediate Critical Reading I
- CR 106: Introduction to Critical Reading

**Writing**
- W110: Intro to College Admissions Essay Writing
- W109: Perfecting Grammar, Style, & Flow
- W 108: The Persuasive Essay
- W 107: Mechanics of English Grammar
- W 106: Creative Writing: Applied Grammar
- E 105: Reading and Writing: The Five-Paragraph Essay
- E 104: Reading and Writing: Basic Formats of Composition
- E 103: Introduction to English Writing & Literature

**Public Speaking**
- PS 108: Advanced Public Speaking and Oral Interpretation
- PS 107: Public Speaking and Oral Interpretation II
- PS 106: Public Speaking and Oral Interpretation I

**Debate**
- D 108: Advanced Argumentation & Debate
- D 107: Argumentation & Debate II
- D 106: Argumentation & Debate I
- D 105: Introduction to Public Speaking and Debate

*Last number of course number indicates ACES’ recommended grade level for course*

*We recommend beginning courses (103-level) for 3rd-graders & advanced 2nd-graders*